The modern day kitchen has become more
important then ever, it has morphed from
simple place to cook dinner into the hub and
heart of our home. From preparing meals to
preparing your taxes to doing homework to
entertaining, the kitchen has taken on many
new roles. That's why kitchen remodeling
projects have become one of the most popular
and important remodeling projects in the
house. So to get everything you can out of
your new Kitchen be sure implement and
consider all the key areas below to achieve
your “Dream Kitchen”

Layout: Layout is key, Be sure to make sure the locations of appliances make sense, also make
sure areas are well defined and are where they make sense. Layout is closely linked to purpose
and functionality, as is hard to layout a kitchen if you haven't defined it's purposes and your layout
must be functional as well. Ask yourself where does the location of appliances make the most
sense is the fridge to far from the sink? Is the sink to far from the range? All of these things
should be laid out in a way that works for you. A good and well trained kitchen designer will know
what need to be done to solve these issues. That's way it's important to get the proper help when
layout out your kitchen. That's why CRRC will provide you with a trained Kitchen Designer when it
comes to laying out your Dream Kitchen. The most important thing you can do to achieve a great
layout is to pay attention to where you have problems in your existing kitchen. Before meeting
with a Kitchen Designer ask yourself where I have traffic jams in the kitchens, where are people
bumping into each other, where are areas that just really don't work for you and your family. That
why when you meet with a Kitchen Designer you'll be armed with a the concerns and problems
that you want them to address.
Design and Decor: Whether it's modern or it French country Farm house, your design and decor
should be up to date, functional and suit you and family. The design and decor of your kitchen is
what pulls all the elements of your kitchen together. In many cases can influence the key points
above by influencing what items are used in your kitchen and where they are put. Just remember
keep it consisten, not only the kitchen, but with the rest of the house and the home itself. This
doesn't mean if your house it predominately “country” that you can't toss in some modern flares.
However if your house is a traditional Cape Cod you might not want to install an ultra modern
kitchen that looks out of place. So try match sure everything has some continuity that's what will
make a good kitchen a Great kitchen. The most important point is have fun with it!

